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Princeton Architectural Press. Hardcover. Condition: New. 160 pages. Dimensions: 7.1in. x 5.2in. x
0.7in.If theres anything architects like doing more than designing buildings, its talking about
architecture. Whether musing about their inspirations (a blank sheet of paper, the sun hitting the
side of a building), expanding on each others thoughts (on materials, collaboration, clients, and
constraints), or dishing out a clever quip, architects make good copy. The Architect Says is a
colorful compendium of quotations from more than one hundred of historys most opinionated
design minds. Paired on page spreads like guests at a dinner party-an architect of today might sit
next to a contemporary or someone from the eighteenth century-these sets of quotes convey a
remarkable depth and diversity of thinking. Alternately wise and amusing, this elegant gem of a
book makes the perfect gift for architects, students, and anyone curious about the ideas and
personalities that have helped shape our built world. This item ships from multiple locations. Your
book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Hardcover.
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Reviews
I just started reading this article pdf. it was actually writtern very properly and useful. You wont really feel monotony at whenever you want of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for relating to in the event you question me).
-- B r a ndt K oss III
This pdf will never be straightforward to get going on studying but quite enjoyable to read through. This is certainly for all those who statte there was not a
really worth studying. You are going to like the way the blogger publish this publication.
-- Mr s. Ada h Sa wa yn
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